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2 
NINE QUEENS 

Synopsis 
 

Nine Queens is the story of two small-time swindlers, Juan (Gastón Pauls) and Marcos (Ricardo 
Darin), who team up after meeting in a convenience store and become involved in a half million -
dollar deal. Early one morning, Marcos observes Juan successfully pulling off a bill-changing 
scam on a cashier, and then getting caught as he attempts to pull the same trick on the next shift. 
Marcos steps in, claiming to be a policeman, and drags Juan out of the store. Once they are back 
on the street, Marcos reveals himself to be a fellow swindler with a much higher stakes game in 
mind, and invites Juan to be his partner in crime. Juan is skeptical at first, but agrees to work with 
Marcos after he impresses him with a few sophisticated cons. An once-in-a-lifetime scheme then 
seemingly falls into their laps -- an old time con man enlists Juan and Marcos to sell a forged set 
of extremely valuable rare stamps, The Nine Queens. The tricky negotiations that ensue bring 
into the picture a cast of suspicious characters including Marcos’ beautiful sister Valeria (Leticia 
Bredice), their innocent younger brother Federico (Tomás Fonzi) who idolizes Marcos, and a slew 
of thieves, con men, and pickpockets. As the deceptions and duplicity mount, it becomes more 
and more difficult to figure out who is conning whom, and we begin to ask ourselves, “Who isn’t a 
thief?” 
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NINE QUEENS 

Cast 
 

Juan  GASTÓN PAULS 
Marcos  RICARDO DARÍN 
Valeria  LETICIA BREDICE 
Federico  TOMÁS FONZI 
Convenience Store Employee   GRACIELA TENENBAUM 
Convenience Store Employee 2   MARIA MERCEDES VILLAGARA 
Convenience Store Manager   GABRIEL CORREA 
Aunt   POCHI DUCASSE 
Bar Waiter  LUIS ARMESTO 
Bar Manager   ERNESTO ARIAS 
Woman in Elevator   AMANCAY ESPINDOLA 
Vendor  ISAAC FAJM 
Anibal   JORGE NOYA 
Sandler   OSCAR NUÑEZ 
Vidal Gandolfo   IGNASI ABADAL 
Man on Cell Phone  CARLOS LANARI 
Texano   ROBERTO REY 
Mrs. Sandler   CELIA JUAREZ 
Washington   ALEJANDRO AWADA 
D’Agostino   ANTONIO UGO 
Stamp Expert   LEON DYZEN 
Berta   ELSA BERENGUER 
Amante Berta   CARLOS FALCONE 
Ramiro   RICARDO DIAZ MOURELLE 
Botones   ULISES CELESTINO 
Official   NORBERTO ARCUSIN 
Cárdenas   GABRIEL MOLINELLI 
Boy   EMANUEL MERCADO 
Spanish Voice   CALUDIO RISSI 
 

Crew 
 
Director FABIÁN BIELINSKY 
Screenplay FABIÁN BIELINSKY 
Executive Producer PABLO BOSSI 
Director of Photography MARCELO CAMORINO 
Art Director MARCELO SALVIOLI 
Costume Designer MÓNICA TOSCHI 
Editor SERGIO ZOTTOLA 
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NINE QUEENS 
A conversation with Fabián Bielinsky 

 
Can you talk a little about your influences? 
I’ve always felt a particular predilection for narrative cinema, that’s strongly based in the story 
being told. I don’t believe that it is the only way to approach a film but, without a doubt, it is the 
approach that always gives me the most pleasure. Ford, Hawks, Wilder, Hitchcock are some of 
the many directors that fascinate me as a viewer, that give life to this pleasure. It was my intent to 
recreate that sensation in my first experience as a director. Pleasure is a good place to start when 
making a film. 
 
Can you discuss your writing process on this film? Is it difficult to create suspense? 
I have never approached scriptwriting with a definitive idea or a specific genre in mind. I did not 
decide if it would be about suspense, or comedy, or politics beforehand. I was interested in the 
setting, the characters, and the lie as a way of relating. Everything else came from the writing 
process itself, from the story’s own development. A story about swindlers generates tension on its 
own, which has more to do with the activity itself, than with intending to create suspense. 
 
How do you go about setting traps for your characters and for your audience? 
I like to use the manipulation of the audience as a way of creating a connection with them. And 
judging by the reaction to Nine Queens, the public seems to like it as well. Nevertheless, I don’t 
believe that manipulation is the only tool that a director has, and I am anxious to explore new 
ways of connecting with the audience, that perhaps don’t depend so much on surprise. 
 
How did you research the world you wrote about? Where did the idea for Nine Queens come 
from? 
I have been interested in the idea of the street swindler my whole life. The idea of delinquents 
that, instead of using weapons, use their ingenuity and subtle psychological mechanisms to get 
over on their victims – it always seemed to me to be an extraordinary space within which to tell a 
story. I sifted through a lot of material before I decided to write the script but, when I began the 
definitive research, the surprise was that most of the information came from the victims. Everyone 
had something to tell me – almost everyone had in his or her experience (or in that of their friends 
or relatives) an anecdote or story in which someone attempted to swindle them. I held onto all of 
that material, and it was a great help in developing the story. 

 
Was the idea for Nine Queens something you had been working on for a long time, or did you 
come up with the idea when you heard about the screenwriting contest at Patagonik Film Group? 
I wrote the script for myself, and for two years I tried to find a producer who would make it, but I 
couldn’t find anyone. Then I heard about the contest (in which 350 scripts were entered) – I was 
able to win, and they made the film. 
 
If this film were staged in the United States, it would probably have guns, car crashes and 
explosions. You managed to create a gripping story without using any of those devices. Was that 
intentional? 
This goes back to the same idea of the swindler who operates without violence (using 
psychological violence, but not physical). The absence of explosions and crashes wasn’t 
intentional, but it wasn’t necessary to connect the viewer with the story, or to generate a strong 
rhythm of narration. To add those elements would have been artificial, and luckily it wasn’t 
necessary. 
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Why did you choose these actors for the film? 
Because they have the basic energy of the characters they play. I find it very difficult to give 
direction to an actor if they don’t have a basic connection, however subtle, with their character – 
and I believe this is the case with the principal protagonists in Nine Queens. 
 
What were the visual strategies that you employed in shooting Nine Queens? 
I made a very clear decision in that respect, before I began the film. I wanted all of the formal 
aspects to revolve around one coherent idea: to create a sensation of extreme realism, to 
sacrifice visual beauty in exchange for credibility. It seems to me that a certain artificiality of the 
story should be balanced with real images that are not overly embellished. To accomplish that, 
some of the scenes in the street were filmed with a hidden camera; in a way so that what you see 
around the characters are real people, with real attitudes, in the real street. I believe that we 
achieved something very close to what we wanted, thanks to the contribution of Marcelo 
Camorino, our Director of Photography, who understood a concept and genre of lighting design 
that is different from what is normally used, but very appropriate for this film. 

 
Do you see this film as purely entertainment or, are you making some sort of social commentary 
about your country or about the world? 
Those two things are mixed. I knew that, above all in my country, people were going to read the 
film as a commentary about the current social climate in which we are living. I always thought that 
the film, as a whole, reflected the animosity of people: the idea that we sometimes have that 
everything is a lie, that there is only corruption, that the law is everyman for himself. But I always 
held clear that my priority was to tell a story, in the most agile, ingenious, entertaining way 
possible – and to arrive at something that the audience would take pleasure in watching. The best 
of all is that both intentions were clear to Argentinean audiences – which they have thanked me 
for by being able to enjoy themselves while looking at a mirror in which they see themselves 
reflected. 
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NINE QUEENS 
About the Cast 

 
RICARDO DARÍN’s (Marcos) won the Argentinean Film Critic’s Association’s 2001 Best Actor 
award, for his performance in Nine Queens. His film credits include: “La carpa del amor,” “La 
Playa del Amor,” “La discoteca del amor,” “Los largos abrigos,” “Perdido por perdido,” “La 
rabona,” “Revancha de un amigo,” “The Lighthouse,” “Same Love, Same Rain,” “La fuga,” and “El 
hijo de la novia.” His television credits include “Estrellita mía,” “Nosotros y los miedos,” 
“Compromiso,” “Mi otro y yo,” “Mi cuñado,” “La Mujer del Presidente” and “Tiempofinal.” Darín 
has appeared in many theatre productions, including “Taxi,” “Extraña pareja,” “Sugar,” “Rumores” 
and “Necesito un tenor.” He also appeared in “Algo en común,” for which he won the ACE Best 
Actor prize in 1996 and the Estrella del Mar prize in Mar del Plata in 1997 and “ART,” for which 
he won the ACE Best Actor prize in 2000 and the Carlos Paz Best Dramatic Actor prize in 2001. 
 
GASTÓN PAULS’ (Juan) feature film credits include: “Cortometraje sin titulo / Tema lucha sobre 
el SIDA,” “Beauty,” “Comanche Territory,” “El desvío,” “The Sleepwalker,” “Frontera sur,” “Ojos 
que no ven,” “Nuts for Love,” “Merry Christmas,” “Sábado,” “Lugar donde estuvo el paradiso” and 
“Antibody.” He has appeared in the television series’ “KOOL Movies,” “Aspen TV,” “Montaña 
rusa,” “Amigovios,” “Verdad consecuencia,” “Los especiales de Alejandro Doria,” “El rafa,” “Alas,” 
“Mamitas” and “Tiempofinal.” Pauls has appeared on the stage in “No te hagas el loco,” “Radio 
Crazy,” “Teatro nuestro,” “Porteños” and “La gata sobre el tejado de zinc caliente.” 
 
LETICIA BREDICE (Valeria) has appeared in the feature films “ Laura: The Rebel Years,” for 
which she won the Best New Actress Award from the Argentinean Film Critic’s Association in 
1993, “Sin querer” and “¿Sabes nadar?” She also appeared in “Ashes from Paradise,” for which 
she won the Best Supporting Actress Award from the Argentinean Film Critic’s Association in 
1997, “Complices,” “Burnt Money” and “Condor crux, la leyenda.” She recently appeared in the 
films, “Clams and Mussels,” “La mujer de mi vida,” and “En la ciudad sin limite.” Bredice’s 
television work includes “Vivo con un fantasma,” “Uno mas uno,” “La hermana mayor,” “Los 
especiales de Alejandro Doria,” “Tiempofinal,” “La cajita social show” and “22.” She has appeared 
on stage in “Panorama desde el Puente,” “Lolita,” “Marta Stutz,” “Seis personajes en busca de un 
actor,” and “Closer.” 
 
TOMÁS FONZI (Federico) appeared in the film “A Night with Sabrina Love” and the television 
series’ “Verano del ’98” and “Ilusiones Compartidas.” 
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NINE QUEENS 
About the Director 

 
FABIÁN BIELINSKY began making films in 1972 when he was only thirteen years old. He joined 
the film group at the Buenos Aires National High School and directed his first short film called 
“Continuidad de los Parques,” based on the short story by Julio Cortázar. His passport to 
graduation from the National Cinematographic Institute (Centro Experimental y de Realización 
Cinematográfica del I.N.C.) was another short film based on a short story by Jorge Luis Borges, 
“La Espera,” which was awarded the first prize in the International Film Festival of Huesco in 
Spain. A few years later, he started his professional career as an assistant director in about 400 
commercials and some full-length films including: “Eterna Sonrisa de New Jersey” by Carlos 
Sorín, “Alambrado” by Marco Bechis, “No te mueras sin decirme adonde vas” by Eliseo Subiela 
and “Sottovocce” by Mario Levin. He also worked at the institute where he graduated, teaching 
Cinematographic Production and Film Analysis. Later, he served as co-screenwriter on “Bajamar, 
la Costa del Silencio” (on which he also worked as assistant director and second director) and of 
“La Sonámbula” both films directed by Fernando Spiner. In 1998 he was awarded the first prize in 
a contest organized by Patagonik Film Group, Kodak, Cinecolor, JZ y Associados and FX Sound, 
which allowed him to shoot Nine Queens, his first feature film. Nine Queens swept the 
Argentinean Film Critic’s Association Awards in 2001—it was nominated for ten awards and won 
seven, including Best Picture, Best Screenplay and Best Director. The film was also selected as 
the Best Argentinean film of 2000 by the Argentinean FIPRESCI, it was selected for the Museum 
of Modern Art’s New Directors/New Films series in 2000, it won the People’s Choice Award from 
MTV Argentina in 2000 and won the Audience Award and the Best Director prize at the Lleida 
Latin-American Film Festival in 2001. His next project is a psychological thriller, which revolves 
around the temptation of an honest man towards crime and evil. 
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NINE QUEENS 

About the Filmmakers 
 

PABLO BOSSI (Executive Producer) produced the film, “A Night with Sabrina 
Love”(2000) directed by Alejandro Agresti. 
 
MARCELO CAMORINO (Director of Photography) won the Argentinean Film Critic’s 
Association’s 2001 Best Cinematography award for Nine Queens. He recently lensed the feature 
“La Fuga”(2001), and the television movie “Coup de Lune.” His other feature film credits as 
cinematographer include: “Days in June”(1984), “Poor Butterfly”(1986), “Our Dance, 
Tango”(1987), “Celestial Clockwork”(1994), “Autumn Sun”(1996), “The Lighthouse”(1998) and 
“Acrobacias del corazón”(2000). 
 
Nine Queens is MÓNICA TOSCHI’s (Costume Design) first feature as costume designer. 
 
SERGIO ZOTTOLA (Editor) won the Argentinean Film Critic’s Best Editing award for Nine 
Queens in 2001. He also edited the films: “Bábara”(1980), “The True Story: Eva Peron”(1996), 
“Angel, la diva y yo”(1998) and “Sin reserva”(1999). 
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